ISEO NO TOUCH OPENING SOLUTIONS:
OPEN THE DOOR WITHOUT TOUCH IT!
ISEO presents its opening and access control solutions NO TOUCH.
Thanks to Bluetooth and RFID technology of the ISEO Zero1 electronic locking systems, combined
with automatic door operators, electromechanical and electric locks, you can open the door with no
need to touch handles or keys which can be used also by other people.
ISEO has the answer to your needs.
Do you need to install new produtcs on your door, which guarantee a NO TOUCH opening solution?
ISEO will provide all products for you!
Do you have a generic electromechanical door which is installed on your door already, but at the same
time would you like to convert this solution in one NO TOUCH door entry systems?
ISEO product can be integrated with other products from other brands.

Door entry system solution with
Smart Relay and IS9100 automatic door operator

SMART Relay
Smart Relay allows to open electric locks, automatic gates and any electric actuator through your own
smartphone and Argo App by ISEO, thanks to the Bluetooth technology, even from remote (up to 10
meters).
You can enable other people's smartphone to open, even from remote and in mobility, thanks to a
specific function of Argo App: in this way, contacts among people are minimized.

IS9100 - Automatic door operator
It can be installed on single or double leaf doors and be activated by the credential reader Stylos Smart
or by Smart Relay, which allow the automatic opening of the door through your own smartphone thanks
to Bluetooth technology, with no need to touch handles or keys which are usually shared with other
people. The closing force and speed can be ajusted according to the specific needs.
These ISEO products allow the access into a specific area, in combination with one of the following
products which can be choosen by the customer


any generic electromechanical lock already installed on the door.



Multiblindo eMotion electronic motorized lock by ISEO



Thesis 2.0 solenoid lock

Multiblindo eMotion is a motorised and automatic multipoint lock for high-resistance doors which can
be installed also on EI60 fire doors.
The peculiarity is the electronic opening control and also it can be installed on glass doors made with
reinforced aluminium or iron edging, blind doors made with armoured steel or wood.
It can be opened by the credential reader Stylos Smart, activated by your own smartphone, which
operates the latchbolts and deadbolt of the lock. The door can be opened by the door operator IS9110,
so that you don't have to touch any handles or keys.
Three automatic closing options are easily set: total locking with deadbolts and latchbolt, partial locking
with latchbolt only, no locking (hold open). So, you don't need to lock the door with a key, which is usually
used by other people, too.
Multiblindo eMotion is available also in the panic function version, combined with the panic exit device
Pro Exit by ISEO.
The Thesis 2.0 Standard and Thesis 2.0 Standard Latchbolt dropbolts are two locks for metal frames.
Unlike the traditional electric locks, they are designed to restore the door's security thanks to the
adjustable door-closure time.
It can be opended with your own smartphone thanks to Argo App through Smart Relay or the credential
reader Stylos Smart, with which it dialogs in a direct way through Lockbus interface, i.e. without
intermediate electronic devices.
Thesis 2.0 restores the door's security thaks to the adjustable door-closure time.
It can also be installed horizontally on automatic sliding doors, and can include interlock for double-door
entrances.

>> Scan the qr code or click the link below to discover more details of ISEO – NO TOUCH opening solutions
https://www.iseo.com/it/en/no-touch-opening
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